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About This Game

Runbow, and all its 9-player madness, is now on Steam!
With tons of competitive modes for up to 9 players--locally and online--a 5d3b920ae0
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Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
13AM Games
Publisher:
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More like boring game-bow Honestly though, got old fast imo. TONS OF FUN!! I've been waiting for this game for a while and
its finally on Steam. Great for when you have friends over, or for when you need a quick laugh. Online modes are awesome, the
chaos makes it so much fun! I only wish you could see the name of the player instead of the name of the character when you
win a round.. A fantastically charming game with lots of well crafted levels, a simple concept which is played to its fullest
without overstaying its welcome, great visuals, plenty of replayability and solid controls. The music is catchy and the
platforming is tight, with enough to keep it constantly interesting. It also features a host of cameos of characters from other
games who are playable (although sadly they offer no real gameplay differences). Also the little quips the game gives whenever
you die can be outright hilarious. Definitely worth your purchase.. The first few minutes are extremely frustrating, learning to
jump through what the course is going to be, rather than what it is. However, it becomes insanely fun once you get used to it. If
you're as Iucky as I was in finding plenty of friends willing to push through that initial learning curve, you're in for one of the
most amazing party game experiences of your life. I'm also in love with the whole "Pixar end credits" aesthetic.. I was able to
play the main multiplayer mode with 7 players and what can i say? It was AWESOME! I'm not really a big fan of the other
game modes but I would still recommend this game for anyone who is creating a Party Game library. A fantastically charming
game with lots of well crafted levels, a simple concept which is played to its fullest without overstaying its welcome, great
visuals, plenty of replayability and solid controls. The music is catchy and the platforming is tight, with enough to keep it
constantly interesting. It also features a host of cameos of characters from other games who are playable (although sadly they
offer no real gameplay differences). Also the little quips the game gives whenever you die can be outright hilarious. Definitely
worth your purchase.. Cannot believe I spent $15 on what could be a Free To Play game.. I like it! I just wanted to give this
game a good review because it deserves one.. I am disappointed. The game is quite unplayable. The control of the game that a
player has is horrible.. We tried the game as a group of 4 and unfortunately it wasn't any fun. Maybe the big mistake was to play
it after SpeedRunners. Overall the mechanic of the vanishing colored obstacles/platforms etc was more frustrating than fun.
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